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Introduction

Stabilizing Forces

High incarceration and rearrest rates pose a major 
problem in Philadelphia:

• In Philadelphia the total inmate population is nearly
15,000i 

• Amoung the 50 US counties and cities with the most
inmates, Philadelphia ranks at 5th highest in the country
on a per capita basisii

• There are 40,000 releases of inmates each year back into
Philadelphia from federal, state, and local prisonsiii

In Philadelphia, the recidivism rate is 65% and the 3-year 
reincarceration rate is 41 %iv. Empirical evidence shows 
that a majority of Returning Citizens reoffend within 
that first year of release.v

Public Benefits
Programs like SNAP and TANF are effective mechanisms 
to ensure returning citizens have access to temporary 
income supports while the individual is working to find 
sustainable sources of income.viii

Health
Substance abuse treatment, mental and behavioral 
health services, and health insurance are pivotal 
resources in meeting the needs for returning citizens.ix

Education
Fifty-five percent of Philadelphia inmates do not have 
a high school diploma or equivalent,x compared to 40 
percent of inmates nationwide (Ewert and Wildhagen 
2011).xi Returning citizens in Philadelphia nearly double 
their average annual earnings by obtaining a GED.xii

State-issued Photo Identification
These four stabilizing forces are inextricably linked to 
one another.  Proper documentation of identification 
is a crucial component to accessing employment and 
job-training assistance, proving public benefit eligibility, 
securing necessary health services, and obtaining 
additional education credentials. Barriers include:

• Costs - Prohibitive for individuals without income

• Supporting documents - Lack of birth certificate
and social security card; PennDOT does not accept
prison discharge forms

The Individual Dignity Project helps ensure that Returning Citizens have better reentry 
outcomes in Philadelphia by providing state-issued identification

Philadelphia
Individual Dignity Project

“…little attention has been paid to the role of release planning 
as preparation for the moment of release and as a mechanism 
for connecting former prisoners with appropriate services and 
support systems in their communities. The moment of release 
represents a critical point in time that can make or break an 
inmate’s successful reintegration into society”

- Urban Institute Justice Policy Centerxiv

The following four stabilizing forces play an important 
role in successful reentry and reduce the risk of 
recidivism:vi 

Employment
Immediate engagement in structured programs that 
connect returning citizens with work within the first 
three months can reduce the likelihood of returning to 
prison by 16 to 22 percent.vii  
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Process for Inmates Obtaining IDs:

The Benefits of Solving ID Access for 
Returning Citizens

The Philadelphia Individual Dignity Project
Our Solution

2. Eligible inmates receive
comprehensive information on:
• Necessary supporting

documentation
• Timeline & requirements of

ID delivery process
• Benefits of obtaining IDs

4. Initial meeting with Reentry
Coordinator to assess individual needs
and establish goal plan 

6. Inmate opts to designate work or
commissary earnings toward ID payment

8. Upon receipt of supporting
documents, Reentry coordinator submits 
ID application to PennDOT

7. Periodic progress check-ins
with Reentry Coordinator

10. Upon release,
individuals receive
ID & comprehensive
discharge packets

11. Follow-up on Individual’s
progress with support agency

Improving access to IDs is not only a moral imperative 
to help some of the most vulnerable members of our 
society, it is sound public policy.

The time to address this crisis is now. The Mayor and 
City Council have signaled their commitment to criminal 
justice reform. We believe Mayor Kenney, City Council, 
and the newly-announced prison reform commission 
would support this proposal because it:

• Connects returning citizens to employment, public
benefits, health, and education resources that are
proven to reduce recidivism

• Saves the city money and generates new
revenue. For every 100 ex-offenders connected to
employment and other stabilizing forces, the city
generates $1.2 million in additional tax revenue over
the employees’ lifetimes and more than $2 million in
savings on corrections, probation, and parolexv

• Enhances public safety and improves overall quality
of life for city residents. If returning citizens are able
to access stabilizing forces, they will be less inclined
to return to criminal activity

“Reentry begins at Entry”

3. Prison submits fingerprints,
photo, and signature to be
validated by PennDOT

COMMITMENT HOLDING RELEASE
1. Prisons receive inmates
and make determination of
eligibility for ID services

5. Process to secure supporting
documents begins

9. Exit meeting with Reentry
Coordinator to discuss reentry
action steps

12. Conduct qualitative
evaluation of project

ASSESSMENT

Icon by Luis 
Prado

The Philadelphia Individual Dignity Project envisions that 
every returning citizen exiting county prison receives 
a state-issued photo ID upon release. The Philadelphia 
ID Project will coordinate activities between the county 
prison system and PennDOT to:

• Establish an MOU (Memorandum of Understanding)
between the county prison system and PennDOT

to formalize the partnership, including cost-sharing 
provisions

• Process state-issued IDs via post at a designated DMV

• Establish onsite delivery of state-issued IDs
to returning citizens upon release along with
comprehensive benefits information

Philadelphia
Individual Dignity Project
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